The Babysitter

3 Oct - 2 min - Uploaded by Netflix Netflix presents: human sacrifice with hot people. The Babysitter, now streaming on
Netflix.The Babysitter, directed by McG, follows Cole (Judah Lewis), who is madly in love with his babysitter Bee
(Samara Weaving). She's cool and.When Cole stays up past his bedtime, he discovers that his hot babysitter is part of a
satanic cult that will stop at nothing to keep him quiet. Watch trailers & learn.Violent, gory horror movie has some
laughs, too. Read Common Sense Media's The Babysitter review, age rating, and parents guide.'The Babysitter' () - Most
seasoned movie fans know to stay away from movies directed by McG, the man responsible for the assaults on taste that
are.The Babysitter movie reviews & Metacritic score: Cole (Judah Lewis) is madly in love with his babysitter (Samara
Weaving) Bee. She's hot, funny, and popular.The Babysitter is now streaming exclusively on Netflix. It's easy to judge
the protagonist of a horror movie from the comfort of a movie theater or.Netflix still doesn't promote originals like The
Babysitter as studios like WB or Universal might. I'd be surprised if anyone knew Brian Duffield's.Netflix has had a
total Photoshop nightmare in its poster for upcoming 'American teen horror-comedy film' The Babysitter.When Cole
stays up past his bedtime, he discovers that his hot babysitter is part of a Satanic cult that will stop at nothing to keep
him quiet.McG and Netflix attempt to recapture a retro slice of trashy slasher fun in The Babysitter, but end up with just
trash.McG's The Babysitter acknowledges that it's predicated on a pre-teen boy's fantasy of a hot, older babysitter, and to
that end the film embraces.Shop The Babysitter stranger things t-shirts designed by vincent as well as other stranger
things merchandise at TeePublic.To call The Babysitter a miscalculation feels like an insult to math. That would imply
that the parts are there, and they simply don't add up.Directed by McG and written by Brian Duffield, 'The Babysitter' is
Netflix's upcoming horror-comedy that sees hot people behaving badly.Mark and Melissa Cain are thrilled to have found
Jade, a babysitter who is brilliant with their young children. Having seen her own house burn to the ground .
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